
Expanding our Equine Knowledge  

Equine  

Nutrition  

 

Ebony Cox Equine Services (ECES) was founded to assist, develop 

knowledge and Support others. ECES focuses on horse-human  

interactions, the benefits that they have on each other, horse 

health and nutrition, management, and care.  

Equine Nutrition + 

ECES assists horse owners through the world of Equine          
Nutrition – guiding the next generation of equine enthusiast 
developing their knowledge and understanding, how a diet can 
affect a horse’s performance and general health. 

 

Providing individual consultations, seminars, and workshops 

 

ECES Offers:  

 Equine Nutrition Diet Advisory Plan (ENDAP)  

Designed for the everyday horse person who wants to 
take control of their horse’s diet. A Diet plan that explains 
the fundamental basics of horse nutrition without the 
bias or judgement.  

 

 Equine Nutrition Seminars & Workshops  

Information seminars and interactive collaboratives 
based on scientific information and knowledge on equine 
nutrition and management.  

 

Available to school groups, pony clubs, horse associations,     
other organisations, and workshops.   

Servicing Gympie, Wide Bay, Sunshine Coast and Australia 

CONTACT US 



A holistic Equine Experience—Other Services  

Horsemanship + 

ECES mentors and supports participants who want to 

learn and advance their horsemanship skills through 

its Introductory Horsemanship, Management & Care 

Pre-Certificate. This can be done with or without 

working towards a certificate.  

Equine Workshops + 

ECES offers workshops for Individuals, Businesses –      

Professional Development, School Groups, Holiday      

Programs , and other organisations. Developing;        

Teamwork, Team Building, Communication, Leadership,       

Confidence & Trust  - Assisting: Bullying, harassment, 

Stress & internal Disputes.  

Equine Facilitated Learning (EFL) + 

ECES is devoted to promoting the benefits that horses 

have on humans, how positive interactions with a horse 

can influence a participants Disabilities, Mental health, 

Relationships, Children & Youth, Adults, and individual 

growth through their Equine Facilitated Learning (EFL) 

Framework & Programs offered through FOTS.  
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